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 Lesson planning - suggested answers 
 
Why is the teacher’s book not always a sufficient resource for planning lessons? 

 

Suggestions –  

• May not be sufficient information on structures or vocabulary 

 

• May not contain enough skills practice material 

 

• May be weighted heavily in favour of certain skills  

 

• May not cater to mixed levels 

 

• May not have much variety of interaction pattern 

 

• May have a limited range of tasks which become a little monotonous over time 

 

• Texts may be too short/long 

 

• Topics may be inappropriate for age/interests of class 

 

• May be culturally inappropriate 

 

• May not recycle material 

 

• Teachers may need to inform themselves on grammar items 

 

• The coursebook methodology may not be appropriate for particular groups of learners 

 

• Even where the teacher’s book is good, alternative sources provide variety and can be motivating 
for teachers as well as learners. 
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Collocation match 
 
Cut up the cards, one set for each group.  Participants work together to match the collocation, which 
all refer to possible reference resources.  

One half of the collocation is bold and the other half is in italics. 

 
 

bilingual dictionary coursebook unit 

monolingual dictionary learner dictionary 

learning centre phonemic chart 

vocabulary builder overhead transparency 

grammar activities Internet links 

teacher’s book grammar reference 

reference materials teaching resources 

authentic material head word 

audio  script  dictionary entry 
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 What would you use when? 
Discuss the following situations, which type of resource would you use for each one?  Two have been 
completed as examples. 
 
Situation Resource 

Class tests  

Practising lexis  

Finding out about different methodologies  

Analysing complex grammar structures Grammar, language analysis publications 

Designing teaching materials  

Checking meaning  

Checking parts of speech  

Clarifying sounds Dictionaries; phonemic charts 

Ideas for teaching young learners  

Improving writing  

Developing reading skills  

Making lessons motivating  

Helping learners to work independently  
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 What would you use when? – Answer sheet 
 
Discuss the following situations, which type of resource would you use for each one?  Two have been 
completed as examples. 
 
Situation Resource 

Class tests 

 testing publications, coursebook units as a 
source of ideas, Internet materials, learners’ 
vocabulary books, feedback from learners, 
evaluation from lesson plans  

Practicing lexis Vocabulary games; vocabulary notebooks, word-
building  

Finding out about different methodologies Teacher development publications 

Analyzing complex grammar structures Grammar, language analysis publications 

Designing teaching materials 

Teacher development publications; websites such 
as http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/, 
coursebooks as a source of ideas 
 

Checking meaning Dictionaries 

Checking parts of speech Grammar; dictionary 

Clarifying sounds Dictionaries; phonemic charts 

Ideas for teaching young learners 

Teacher development; teaching methodology 
publications;  websites such as 
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/, coursebooks 
as a source of ideas 

Improving writing Publications on writing; Dictation;  websites such 
as http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/ 

Developing reading skills Publications on Reading; Stories; websites as 
above 

Making lessons motivating 
Consulting learners themselves, teacher resource 
books, Internet sites, coursebooks all as sources 
of ideas 

Helping learners to work independently Publications on developing learner autonomy; 
libraries; learning centres etc 

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
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 My favourite reference resources 
Work in small groups and discuss the following questions before completing the table below. 

 
Which reference resources do you use? 

Which ones are your favourites? 

Which would you recommend to your colleagues?   

 

Work in groups and complete the table, then share your recommendations and experiences with the 
other groups.  Two examples are given. 

 

Recommended reference resources What we like about them 

BBC/British Council Teaching English 

 

Good source of ideas for classroom activities and 
has downloadable lesson plans 

Learners’ dictionaries 

 
They give good examples of use and 
pronunciation of words which learners can 
understand 
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